A Peak Inside
We really want you to know that we are just like you so we created this little space where
you can peak inside at our day to day lives and see for yourself. As far as we can see,
there is only one real difference between thriving and existing – following inspiration or
not. Living now, where we are is the magical key to living a happy successful life,
whatever that might be to each of us. For this issue, we are going to give you a glimpse
of where and how we work/play.
Our work is our play and we play hard.
This is me sitting at my desk letting you
see how happy I am about the play life we
have built for ourselves. Incase you are
wondering, the sign behind my desk there
says, ‘relatives by appointment, friends
welcome.’ The irony of that sign is that it
was given to me by my sister for
Christmas.

This is the view from my desk. Right in front
of me is my laptop and off to the right is the
screen to my PC. Straight ahead you can
see Wayne at his desk and beyond that is
our tiny, hardly ever used living room.

This is a wider view of my desk space.
That is Wayne’s PC in the fore ground
and the balcony doors beside my desk.

And there is a better look at Wayne, hard at
play getting this magazine up for everyone
to enjoy.

Wayne really likes our lifestyle too. He’s
been putting in a lot of long days this last
couple of weeks and yet he keeps smiling
so he really must love it don’t you think?

This is the view from Wayne’s desk. The desk
there is Julie’s and the doorway through the
wall leads to our kitchen.

That’s Julie on the left there, Wayne’s
desk straight ahead and the tiny living
room on the right. Oh yeah, and there is
the little trampoline on the floor to the left.
We all like to bounce; it’s fun to bounce.

This is Julie. The general consensus in our
house is that we are all really happy with our
lives, our selves and our work/play. The
question remains, are we happy because of
how we live or do we live this way cuz we are
happy? What do you think?

This is the view from Julie’s desk; nifty
huh? So what are you inspired to do now
towards the lifestyle you want?
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